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ABOUT THE INSTRUCTOR
Dr. Robert J. Glushko is a Principal Scientist with Search Technology, a consulting and
contract research firm that specializes in user interfaces to complex systems. He received a BA
(Psychology) from Stanford University, a Ph.D. in cognitive psychology from the University of
California, San Diego, and a M.S. in Software Engineering from the Wang Institute. He
previously worked at Bell Laboratories and the Software Engineering Institute, and has been
involved with research and development in user interfaces, online documentation, and hypertext
for over a decade.
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WHAT IS HYPERTEXT?
A right-brain artistic panacea that is a
revolutionary new concept
"Hype" + something else
An evolutionary concept for increasing the
accessibility and usefulness of online text
3
.\
MEMEX
Vannevar Bush (1945): "As We May Think"
"A device in which an individual stores his
books, records, and communications"
* "scanner" with miniaturized microfilm
as storage medium
* voice and written annotation
* most contents are purchased and
• "wholly new forms"inserted,
* view page by page or jump many pages
at a time
Associative indexing; "the process of tying
two items together is the important thing"
* a trail is the sequence of links between
associated pages; each new trail creates a
"virtual book"
* any item can be joined into numerous
trails
* new profession of "'trail blazers"'
EXAMPLE: HYPERTEXT
ENCYCLOPEDIA
ENGINEERING DATA COMPENDIUM
4 volumes / 1138 articles / 3000 pages / 2000
figures and tables
Complementary entry points
"Scientific" table of contents
Design checklist-- alternate table of
contents
"Back of the book" index
Extensive cross references and external
references
Regular structure for articles
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HYPERTEXT FEATURES
Derived from existing structure
* Next, previous, ? entry functions
* Links to figures and tables
* Links to cross references
* Embedded glossary definitions
Derived from contextual structure
* Bookmarks
* Return to entry point
* Return to search candidate list
Derived from usability concerns
* Context-sensitive help
* "Sticky" notes
3C
Glushko, R. J. Transforming text i_toc_rtext for a corn pact disc encyclopedia. Human
factorsin computing systems. '89Conference _oc.eed_gs, ACM: New York,
293-298, 1959.
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Abduclion, 1.905. See alsa Eye movements
Aberration, optical
chromatic, 1.203, 1.212, 5.934
refractiveerrors, 1.204, 1.205
spherical, 1.211
Abney effect, 1.707, 1.708
Abne),'s Law, I. 109
Absoluteihreshold,1.656
Absorptiondefect
incolorvision,1.726
Absorption filler, 1.108
ACIA ratio, 1.231
Acceleration
angular(rotary)
accelerationdetectionthreshold,3.208
effectoneyemovements, 1.930,1.958
pen'otaryprocedures,3.205
postrotaryp ocedures,3.205
',sensorymagnitude,3.208
andvisualacuity1.603,10.902
controlf,9.519
displayof,9.532
illusionsdueto,3.2I0
elevatorillusion,3.210,5.504,5.505
oculogravicillusion,3.2I0,5.504,5.505
oculogyralillusion,1.92I,3.205,3.208,3.209
SeealsoVestibularillusions
linear
accelerationdetectionthreshold,3.207
• "" /2.
• See also Accommodation; convergence
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II. DEFINITIONS AND BASIC CONCEPTS
Definitions of hypertext and hypermedia
Why is hypertext such a hot topic?
Hypertext history
J_
DEFINITIONS
(NIST hypertext standards
working group, 1990)
Hypertext
A network of information units
connected by relational links
Hypertext System
A configuration of hardware and software
that presents a hypertext to users
and allows them to manage and access
the information that it contains
WHAT IS HYPERTEXT?
Hypertext is a user interface concept that closely
supports the ways that people use printed
information
* more intuitive transformation of the
conventions in print media that imply non-
linear information presentation and usage
within a document
+ entry points like tables of contents and
indexes
+ relationships like footnotes and cross
references
+ "usage history" like bookmarks and
margin notes
* improves the integration of related
information that is contained in multiple
documents
Hypertext concepts encourage modularity and
the elimination of redundancy in databases
because information can be stored only once
but viewed in any appropriate context
I1
HYPERMEDIA AND MULTIMEDIA
Hypermedia
* Hypertext + audio, video, animation
Multimedia
* Personal computers + consumer electronics
* Synchronized presentation of full-bandwidth
information in a preprogrammed way
Are there meaningful distinctions?
* "Hypermedia" emphasizes the application;
"multimedia" emphasizes the technology
* Hypermedia usually implies more user control
* Multimedia usually implies more
synchronization of events from different
media
* Multimedia "standards" vs. hypermedia
"vision"
/t
CORE CONCEPTS FOR HYPERTEXT
Units (components, nodes, containers) -- the
information content; may be text, graphics, or
other media; may be "typed" by media or by
content; ("card" is a user interface
description)
Links -- connections between units; may also be
"typed"
Anchors -- the locations (point, region, or span)
in units to which links are attached
Link markers -- the manifestation of finks that
are presented to users
Navigation -- process of moving from one unit to
another by following hnks
Trails/webs/guides/paths -- Subsets of units or
links, created by user or as pre-defined route
through the hypertext
Iq
WHY IS HYPERTEXT SUCH A HOT IDEA?
Enabling technology
* workstations and personal computers finally
provide enough local processing power (for
hypertext user interfaces)
* CD-ROM and other optical media for storage
* user interface software and concepts
maturing
Information standards efforts with hypertext
implications
* CALS for U.S. DoD
* ATA-100 for airline industry
* SGML for publishing industry
Market pressures
* incentives for digital information delivery
* Hyper.this, Hyper.that bandwagon
Academic interest
* ACM conferences
1945
1964
1965
1968
HYPERTEXT HISTORY
Vannevar Bush describes the Memex
Doug Englebart (SRI);
Augmentation Research
Ted Nelson; Xanadu concept;
coins "hypertext"
Englebart's NLS demo;
1st hypertext system (outline
viewer, mouse, bookmarks)
1968 van Dam & Nelson (Brown);
1969
1972
1979
Hypertext Editing System
van Dam; FRESS (graphical
history timelines, undo)
Newell (CMU); ZOG
(card metaphor)
views,.
van Dam; Electronic Document
System (graphical documents)
2.1
HYPERTEXT HISTORY (CONT.)
1980
1981
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1987
Newell; ZOG on USS Carl Vinson
ZOG commercialized as KMS
Institute for Research on
Scholarship (Brown)
Halasz et al. (Xerox); NoteCards
(programming environment)
Walker (Symbolics); Document
Examiner (on line manual)
Guide (lst PC hypertext)
HyperCard, HyperTIES
ACM Hypertext conference
1987 Walker; Concordia (authoring tools)
1988 1st wave of hyperclones
1988 ACM "Hypertext on Hypertext"
1989
1989
. " tHypermedia, 1st ded_ca.ed journal
ACM Hypertext conference II
HYPERTEXT HISTORY:
EVOLUTIONARY VIEW
1960s -- Computer databases for limited storage
and retrieval of abstracts, but no full text
1970s -- Text databases and information
retrieval on mainframes and large minis
emerge; Online documentation and online
help emerge on micros and minis
1980s -- Workstations and high-end PCs have
enough power and capacity to support text
databases and better user interfaces -->
hypertext functions
1990s -- Software and hardware support for
hypermedia in "off the shelf" computing
environments
III. DESIGN ISSUES
Hypertext functionality
Entry points
Units
Links
Navigation support
HYPERTEXT FUNCTIONALITY
Functions identified via task analysis
* information needed vs. information used
* need "friendly users" to make functions "user
friendly"
Functions identified via document analysis
* existing and potential entry points
* existing and potential units
* existing and potential interconnections
* "front matter" and "gray matter"
Typical functions
* progressive display of structure
* create, edit, display, delete units
* create, follow, edit, delete links
* create notes or bookmarks
* search for units with specified attributes
ENTRY POINTS
(Places for users to enter the hypertext
or to locate a starting unit)
Existing entry points
* Table of contents
* "Back of the book" index
* Glossary
Potential entry points
* Full-text inverted index
* Author list created from inverted references
* Timelines
• ,2.t,
Encyclopedia Bri_,annica.
Accounting
15th Ed., 1985.
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he purpose of accounting is to provide information
about the economic affairs of an o_anitation. This
information may be used in a number of ways: by
the organization's managers to help them plan and control
the organi_lion's operations; by owners and legislative
or regulatory bodies 10 help them apprai_ the oq_niza.
lion's performance and make decisions as to its future; by
ov.,ncr_, lenders, suppliers, employees, and othen_ to help
them decide how much lime or money to devote to the
o_anizalion; by governmental bodies to determine how
much tax the or_nization must pay,
Accounting provides information for all these purposes
through the maintenance of files of data and the prep,a.
ration of various kinds of repoas. Most accounting infor-
mation is historical--that is. Ihe accountant observes the
things that the organization does, records their effects, and
prepares reports summarizing what has been recorded,
Accounting information can be develol_d for any kind
of organization, not just for privately owned, profit-_:¢k.
ing businesses. One branch of accounting deals with the
economic operations of entire nations. The remainder or
this article, however, will be devoted primarily to bust.
ness accounting.
The aaicle is divided into the following section¢
Company financialstatemenls i
The balance sheet I
The income slalemen! I
The slatemenl of changesin relained _rninllS 2
The slalemen! Of chantes in financial posilion 2
Consolidated slatements )
Disclosure and auditinl requirements 3
Measurement principles .1
As_t ,..alum 3
ASSetCOSt 3
Net income 4
Problems of measurement 4
Manaf, erial accounting $
Cost findinl $
Dislribulion cost analysis $
Budllela_ plannin| and i_rformanee reporling 6
Cosl and profit analysis 7
Olhet purixt_s of accounting syllcms 7
Bibliography $
Assetsand
liabilities
COMPANY FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
Some accountin$ repam are issued only to the company's
management or to tsx agencies (sec below ,lfu.ogcrial
o¢¢ountingL Other purlx_S¢'s_ ot'counlh;g sj'stemsl; others
are sent 1o investors and othe_ outside the management
IVoup. The reports mosl likely to go to investors are called
the company's financial statements, and their preparafioq
is the province of the branch of _'counting known as
financial accountinl. Four kinds o( financial statements
will be discussed;the balance sheet, the income statement,
the stalcmcnl d chang_ in retained earninl_ and the
statement of changes in financiad lx_tion.
TEe hl_'t sheet. A balance sheet describes the re-
sources that am undsr the company's control on a spec-
ified date and indicates where these resources have come
from. it consists of three major sections: (I) the assets:
valuable rilhts owned by the company; 12) the liabilities:
the funds t_lt hGve I_'en provick-d by outside h:nders and
other creditor', in cxchanl_ for the company's promise to
make payments, or to Ixovi_ se_ in the future; (3)
the owners" equity. Ihe funds thai haw been i_rovided by
or on behalf of the company's owncri.
The list of _ shows the forms in which the com-
pany's resources are Iodled; the lists of liabilities and the
owners' equity indi_ze where rinse same resources have
come from. The balance sheet, in mher words, shows the
company's r_outt'_ from two points or view. and the for
lowin$ relationship must always exbl: total assets equals
total liabilitk's plus total ownc_" equity,
This same identity is also cx_cssed in another way: total
assets minus totid liabilities ecluab total o_-ners' equity. In
this form, the equation emphasizes that the owner_" equity
in the company is alwa)1 equal to Ih_ not assets (assets
minus liabilities). Any increase in one will inevitably be
accompanied by an incre._,_ in the other, and the only way
to increase the o_m_ers"equity is to increa_ tl_ net asters.
As_ts me ordinarily subdivided into current assets and
noncunrc_t asses. The form_ include cash, amounts re.
ceivabl¢ from customcnk invenlOrie_k and other as._ts that
are exi_cled Io he consun_:d or can be ttadily conve_ed
into ctd_ dk_ring the neat olxmtinli _/d¢ (production, sale,
and colk_ion). Nonc_.ent a_,ets may include noncur-
rent re_i,ad:_:_ fixed assets(s_h as land and buildinpk
and lonlHerm investments, usually shares _" stock and
bonds ofo_her com_nies.
The liabilities are similarly divided into current li_bili-
lies and noncurrent liabilities. Most amounts payable to
the company's suppliers (accounts payable), to employees
(wages payable), or to $overnments (taxes payabi¢) are
included among the current liabilities. Noncurrent liabil-
ities consist mainly of amounts payable to holders of the
company's long-term bonds and such items as oblivtiom
to employees under company Fcnsion plans.
The difference hetween the total ot the current u.._ts and
the total of the current liabilities is known as t_t c'drrcnt
assets,or workinl capitaL
The owners' equity ofa U.S. company is di_4dedbetween Owners'
paid-in capital and retained earninss. Paid-in capital rep equity
resents the amounts paid to the corporation in cxchanse
for shares of the company's preferred and common slodL
major pan of this, the capital paid in by the com-
mon shareholders, b usually divided into two par_ oue
repre$cntinl the pat value, or s_atcd value, of the duu_k
the other representin| the excess over this amount. The
amount o( retained carninp is the difference between the
amounts earned by the company in the past and the divi-
dends that have been distributed to the ownefl.
A dightly different brl_lkdown of II1¢ OWners' cquky is
used in mosl ofcontincnml Euro_ and in oOuurpmls of
the world. The dassif_:ation distinguish_ between thole
amounts that cannm be distn'but_l ex¢_p4 as pan ol'a foe.
real liquidation or all or part o4"t_ company (_pilal and
lelbal reserves) and those amounts 111,111_ _ restr_.'led
in this way (free re,_rves and undistributed ixo6ts_
A siml_ balance sheet is shown in Table I. Becau_
tbe two _ of this balance sheet repre_nt two die, rein
aspects ol" the same ¢ntity_the corporation's c_pital--
the totals must alwa).s be identicaL Thus a chanl_ in the
amount for one item must always be ac¢ompanicd by
an equal change in some other item, For example, if the
company pa)_ 5.40 tO one of its trade crediton, the
balance will to down by 540, and the balance in _'countS
payable will 8o down by the same amounL
The ilK'ome stalel_,_l. The company uses its _ to
produce goods and services. Its success depands on whether
it is wise or lucky in the _ts it choos_ to bold aid in
the ways it uses these assetsto _rodu¢¢ |oods end Ydn'YiCeS.
The company's success is measured by the amoum oi"
profit it eanu--tbat is, the _o_h or dl_li_ in ks stock Net
of assets from adl Sou;_'t's other than contributions m' income
USER INTERFACES FOR ENTRY POINTS
Outline viewers
* Purpose is to provide progressive display of
structure with detail where user requests
* Often called "browsers" but confusion with
browsing as "wandering around"
* Essential component when units are
hierarchically structured
* Can often be created semi-automatically
from document markup, or by "extraction
and inversion" such as for timelines or
reference lists
When "browser" uses graphics, blurred
distinction between entry points and
navigation support after entering
":.. • : ..
From NawText SAM by Northern Lights Software, Westford MA. (508) 692-3600.
,2.'t
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iSalomon, G., Oren: T., and K.r¢itm.an, K. Using guides to explore
Apple Multimedia Lab Tecn t_eport ,_, November 1988.
multimedia databases.
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IDENTIFYING UNITS
Units are both "containers" and "addresses"
that have names to support functions like
searching and giving directions, especially
with large amounts of similar units •
Units may seem self-evident but usually aren't
* "Natural units" seem to be articles in an
encyclopedia, items in a catalog, but....
*Is "page" an important unit? No.well
maybe...; West Pub. vs. Mead Data
* Contraints on unit definition
+ delivery software
+ other (JASIS and ASIS Bulletin)
Definitions of "natural" unit
* .Th logical structure with a" e smallest
unique name"
* "A component that says something
self-contained and comprensible"
* "Whatever makes the links right"
3/
Military Standard 1472D.._Hu..man Engineering Design Criteria for Military
ysterns, r_.quipment, and l" acilities. L t_aa)
5.4.Z.Z Continuous adjustment rotary controls.
5.4.2.2.t Knobs.
5.4.Z.Z.I.1 Use. Knobs should be used when low forces or precise
adjustments of _onttnuous variable are required. A moving knob wtth fixed
scale ts preferred over a moving scale wtth fixed tndex for most tasks. If
positions of stngle revolution controls must be distinguished, a potnter or
marker should be available on the knob,
5.4.2.2.1.2 Dimensions, torque and separation. The dimensions of knobs
shall be withln the llmlts speclfled In Figure 7. Hlthln these ranges, knob
size Is relatlvely unlmportant, provlded the resistance Is low and the knob
can be easily grasped and manipulated. _en panel space Is extremely llmlted,
knobs should approximate the minimum values and should have reslstance as low
as posslble without permitting the settlng to be changed by vibration or
merely touchlng the control. Resistance and separation between adjacent edges
of knobs shall conform to Figure 7.
5.4.2.2.1.3 Knob style. Uniess otherwise specified by the procuring
activity, control knob style shall conform to HIL-STD-1348.
S.4.2.2.2 Ganged control knobs.
5.4.2.2.2.1 _p11cation. Ganged knob assemblies may be used In limlted
appllcatlons when panel space is at a premium. Two-knob assemblies are
preferred. Three-knob conf|guratlons should be avoided. Ganged knob
configurations should not be used under the followlng condltlons:
a. [xtrenely accurate or rapld operations are requlred.
b. Frequent changes are necessary.
C.
d.
Heavy gloves must be worn by the operator.
Equipment is exposed to the weather or used under fteld conditions.
5.4.2.2.2.2 01mensions and separation. Otmenstons and.separation should
confom to Ftgur_ 8.
5.4.2.2.2.3 Resistance. Resistance shall conform to requirements In
Figure 8. Knobs should _e serrated. Ftne serrat4ons should be used on
precise adjustment knobs; coarse serrattons should be used on gross
adjustment knobs.
5.4.2.2.2.4 _. An indexing mark or pointer shall be provided on each
knob. Harks or_p_rs should differ sufficlently to make It apparent which
knob indexing mark Is belng observed.
32.
USER INTERFACES FOR UNITS
User interface metaphors (Raskin)
* "Card sharks" -- creators
* "Holy scrollers" -- converters
• 9Are units displayed as fixed s_ze.
How many units can be displayed together?
Can text and graphics be displayed together?
ORIGINAL PAQE I$
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LINKS
Existing interconnections -- usually easy to
identify because of conventions in printed
information
* Index terms
* Cross references
* External references
* Footnotes
Potential interconnections
* Inverses of existing ones
* Lexical relationships; indexing and
clustering
* Conceptual relationships (the hypertext
vision!); AI and natural language processing
* Emphasis or complement in alternate
medium; e.g., connect a picture to its
description
Sam uelson, Pamela. CONTU Revisited: The case agai_t copyright protection for
cornputerprograrns in machh_e-readableforrn, Duke Law Journal, 663,672-692
(1984).
rot ,gu _31 CONTU _VISIT£D 683
readable product of these efforts3 o A more precise use of the term
"program" would limit its meanin$ to source code and machine code
(often referred to u "object code"), yt Source and machine code are
similar in that both are sou of detailed instructions settin$ forth the
order in which the hardware of a computer is to execute its primitive
functions in order to carry out a particular task. Source code, however,
is a written text in a human-readable computer programming lan-
guage. TM Machine code is the set of electrical pulses that, more or less,
correspond to the source code and make the prolp'am instructio_
"readable" by the computer. _3 Machine code is not readable by human
beings. TM In general only machine-readable forms of programs are
70. A bill H.I_ 6953. 97th Conj., 2d Ses_ (1982). wu introduced in the HousGof Repre_nt,.
trivet by Conlp'e_maa KLsu:ameieron Au|uA 12. 1982.thatwould have m_aendedl I01 Of I?
U.S.C. to redelne "_mputer prolVtm'* ia x more precise way tad to define septr•tely Nvertl
prolptm-related terms, often loosely _ferrcd to u mmifcslatiom'of prolFtms. The bill did not
become law. however, ted wu •o4 minuoduoed in the next session of Coesre_
71. The computer prolFtm _ tend to refer to "object eodl = whet: reterdaj to mtdsine*
readableformsof computerprolVLm.,tad often _mply--_beu ,hey do not saym ouu'i_t---d_
souroecodetad objectcode_ the ouJyforms to be ¢_uidcre4. S_, zl., Appk ¢omputa.
v. FrtzdtliACompuu_rCo_. 714P.2d 1240,1243 (M Cit'. 1913)._ _ m racemetal int4tc.
mediatesta|e_pouiblcbetweensourcecodetad the macldae-readabkcodedm _ be executed.
$_. e.l,, I D. K_ Txs Srtucrutt oFComm'rtt ^No Cou_'r^'no_ l0 (1_1), I_i_udin t
on wlskh hardwm tad which open_ l system ore usa. object wde may be om of thou iata.
mediate forms. •o_ the exec_utbk form of the proj;ram..$'_,. ¢.$. It. Ht.'_rt_ TI411DUION Ann
CO_STItUCI'IONO_ COM_PtI,EM II (19tl). llecau._ tl_ ca.u_have _volv_d q_p_priatiom Of
maddne-readable versiou Of ixrosnm_ wlfich may •m be the tam, u _ objeclcoc_
utid, wilffoc_ iu ta,.l_ o_ wm it will ¢111"mchi_e.rttdabl• pt,osrams" oc "machine code."
It will referto machme-r_d.tbk prosrtms u "object r_d,t'*on_ wlum the terminolo_ of another
sourceu_d_ cLi._c_k)amquiNsme of that u_rmfor cowisteat7.
72. TM CONTU Fiad R_t d_n_ _ md objm ood, u roile,_n_"A _ codei,•
oomput,_ prOl_m wrimmin ray of sevcrM pt'on_tmmin| hm|uale, employed by compute, pro-
ptmmm. An object cod, b tim veniou Of t Prolrtm la which dm ton:c• cod, _ b
co_venml or uaml_t_l i_w tim mdd_ lanlpu_ Of du, compuunrwid_ wldcb it b to be u._l."
CONTU Fnv^LRuoaT. _ mW I, m 21 8.109.
13. It b pouibbtos_/w•pe_rm dL,_-dyiamadd_e.rudable form,buttl_b ra:ulyd_
bemuse Of th, _ Of wH_ 8 ia m_:hiM t_n|uas,. $_ _t'_ nou 74.
74. _ sour_ codeferm. the k_u Oftl_ prolFam, u well u _ pmk'ubzk_ orthe exptes-
•ion of the ideu _ tbe_ will be apparent,that is. capable of beinj read by someone who
undenumds tin ltajua_ oc symbols the projram author hu _ to describe the pro_am.
Sourc__ like poew/,may wau_ some absm_ wordswhosepre¢_ me•ore| m_$htbe open
to ;,,terprmtio_ by readm of the sou_ code but whatever content d_er¢ is i_ tM Fosrm b
them to be dis_ru_L With tin,chide.readable code. nei,ker the ideM nor d_ exprmi_ o( dm
ideas can be "re_l" ia any meanialful sense by one who hu no accem to thetsdi_ written form
o( tM prolFa_
F.xtmim_"I msencededROM chip wid_an oK_l<n_l_ _ _ _ )2 for _ explanati_
of ROM chip*,our am &t, ct the preum¢, or tb,ence of tha ctectrkal pubeswhich emudtute tM
re,chine code. But mm_lhsem_J, i8 so un;emJabl, that tJN Copyrilllt O_1 _ even idemi_
whelhef • partku_ tlteod_ peol_tm is m odlJn_l work of author_p. $_ _r8 •ore 218a_l
a_ompuy/a$ _ _ 7
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LINK ISSUES (AND TYPES)
Link anchors-, what is being linked (granularity)?
* Links from unit to unit
* Links from points, spans or regions to. units;
vice versa
Is the anchor a place (bit position) or an object?
Links as structure connections
* from table of contents or index to unit
Links as .relationships
* cross references or semantic (typed) relations
between text units
* present related graphics, sounds, music,
videodisc, animation
Links as functions or computations, often not
resolvable except at runtime
* compute where to go based on history or
current context
3_
LINK ISSUES (CONT.)
How do you indicate links to the user?
* Source and destination markers
* Link type markers
Marker options
* Link symbols or icons
* Reverse video
* Surround boxes
* Bold, italics, underlining, color
* Cursor shapes
* Flashing or other motion ("moving ants")
One marker attribute vs. two delimiters?
Overloading of print conventions?
How many marker types can users distinguish?
Markers for non-text media?
3q
From a HyperCardprogramwhiten by Jakob Nielsenof _ T¢cl_nicalUniversityof
D_nma_. (Tt_ content_s a/_P reportfrom the 1981 ACM Hypcrt_x_
Conference).
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IDENTIFYING NAVIGATION AIDS
Purpose
* finding the right place
* finding the next "right place"
* returning to some previous place
Unit names, especially numerical ones
"Roadmaps" (usually in preface)
Structure landmarks
* Volumes, tabbed dividers, color cues
Sequence and cohesion signals in text
* "First," "next," "another," etc.
Running heads
Navigation aids defined by user
* Bookmarks, turned pages, incidental marks
hi
I II I III L
Part 2. Word Processing and File Access
Trained computer-
science students
and computer
professionals
Computational Students in library
linguists and and information sci-
language-processing ence or science and
researchers technology programs
Chapter 4: An introduction
to text editing and format.
tin8 and to automatic
typesetting
Chapter 5: Statistical language
analysis and basic text-
compression methods
Chapter 6: Introduction to text
encryption and a review of
basic text-encryption meth-
ods
Chapter 7: File-access methods
for single-key and multiple.
key search statements
may be skipped by
persons experienced
in text editing
those familiar with
data structures may
start with Section
7.8'
?
Section 5.1 skip except for
may be covered Section 5,1
go to Chapter 9 go to Chapter 8
Salton, Gerard. Automatic Text Processing. Addison-Wesley, 1989.
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USER INTERFACES FOR
NAVIGATION SUPPORT
Extremely important aspect of hypertext design
because without it applications are unusable
Maps
* global vs. local
* active vs. passive
* handmade vs. system-generated
Places visited
* "you've been here" markers
* Backtracking for in-order return to "places
visited"
* Bookmarks for out-of-order return to any
previous place
* History lists
Places to visit
* Paths, scripts, paths, guides
_3
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I
From lnte.rmedta system. Figure comes from:
Conklin, J.. Hypertext: An introduction and survey. Computer, 20(9), 17-41. September
1987.
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F.._m 1nterr_dta system. F;gut¢ comes from:
Ut_ng, K., and Yankdovi¢h, H. Context and o_¢ntatlon ha hypcrm_a networks. ACM
Transact;o_ on lni'annadon Systenur, 7(1), 58-84, J'anuary 1989.
I
I
Hardman, L. Evaluating the usability of the Glasgow Online hypertext. Hypermedia,
1(1), 34-63, Spnng 1989.
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IV. APPLICATIONS
Survey of hypertext applications
Creation examples
Conversion examples
Common characteristics
Relationship to similar non-hypertext
applications
HYPERCARD HELP
Graphical hierarchical entry point
* enter hierarchy at top (Introduction) or
second level
* hides significant detail (414 cards)
"Filebox" metaphor
* but why is it upside-down?
Active navigation map (hand-drawn)
* select a location to move to it
" 4J
(2r
:E :E
From HyperCard by Apple Computer.
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From HyperCard by Apple Computer.
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From HyperCard by Apple Computer.
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DOCUMENT EXAMINER
"Document Examiner" contains complete
reference manual for Symbolics workstation
software (Jan Walker)
* uses book metaphor, not network metaphor
* consists of 10,000 text modules, corresponding
to 8000 printed pages
* readers find relevant information using
outline viewer or by query
System-generated active local maps for navigation
Bookmarks for returning to previously viewed
places
r
53..
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From Document Exan_,,_r:
:r ;;
Walker, J.Document Examiner:. Delivery interface for hypertext d.ocumen_ itypen..ext
'87 Papers. Proceedings of a coherence h¢ld at the U dvcrslty of North Carohna,
Chapel Hill. November 13-15, 1987, 307-323.
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Walker, J. Document Examiner: Dclive_/inte_ace for hypertext documents. Hyper_e._
'87 Papers. Proceedings of a conference held at the University of North Carolina,
Chapel Hill. November 13-15, 1987, 307-323.
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MEDICAL HANDBOOK
Washington U. Medical School research project
(Mark Frisse)
Conversion of existing notebook into NoteCard
chunks
* made easier by strong hierarchy of existing
material
* but not always good names for sections, so use
first few words as unit name; works in
recognition situation for expert users but
probably not in casual use application
Problem of "hierarchically distributed ke_ords"
typical of conversion applications
* what a.paragraph is about not always clear
when wewed out of context
* use search algorithm that combines intrinsic
weight of unit with weight of its descendants in
hypertext hierarchy
Frlsse, M. Searching for information in a hypertext medical handbook. Communication
o]'the ACM, 31(7), 880-886, July 1988.
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IMIS
Integrated Maintenance Information System being
developed by Air Force (Dave Gunning <513>
255-2606)
* designed to merge diagnostics from airplane
with maintenance documentation to reduce
extraneous information and tailor instructions
* goal is to put it all in a portable computer that
can be carried out to the plane
Lesson: hard to convert existing documents;
should require contractors to deliver
information in "neutral" form that is free of
paper and formatting conventions
* IMIS is being watched carefully by CALS
program!!
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NEW OXFORD ENGLISH DICTIONARY
Research project at University of Waterloo to
convert OED to digital form and assess
potential for hypertext version
* Big document => big database! 20 volumes,
320,000 entries, 2.4 million quotes, 56 million
total words
* 21,000 printed pages => machine-readable
form by manual keyboarding. Twenty "tags"
in entries later expanded to sixty.
Seems like a perfect candidate for hypertext, but...
* What are the units? Dictionary entries vary in
size from a few words to thousands and have
complex internal structure. Better to
dynamically construct units as views from
entry "database"
gt Where are the links? 600,000 explicit cross
references, many imprecisely specified. Fast
full-text search can simulate linking with
much less implementation effort
St/
SIMPLIFIED STRUCTURE OF OED ENTRY WITH
COMMONLY OCCURRING TAGS
ENTRYJ <E>
HEADWORD GROUP
Headword Lcmma
Murray Pronunciation
IPA Pronunciation
Part ofSpeech
Homonym Numbor
END OF HEADWORD GROUP
<HO>
<HL>..</Ifl.>
<MPR>..</MPR>
<IPR>..</IPR>
<PS>..</PS>
<HO>..</HO>
</HG>
VARIANT FORM LIST
--_ Variant DateVariant Form
END OF VARIANT FORM LIST
<VL>
<VD>..</VD>
<VF>..</VF>
</VL>
ETYMOLOGY <.ET>..</ET>
SENSE(S) <SO><S I >...<$8>
IiSenseNumbor <#>..</#>
i Dcfufition <DEF>..</DEF>
I Quotation Paragraph <QP>
EarliestQuote
<D>..</D>I IP--'I Data
I ; ] Author <A>..</A>
I ', I Work <W>.._>
I [ I Text <T>..</r>
! , En'-_IofEarliestQuote </Q> </EQ>
I i Quote(O <Q>..</Q>
'1 I Latest Quote. (Obsolete EntriesOnly) <L_ <Q>..</Q> <JL_
I End of Quotation Paragraph </QP>
S_-FJ1try (Precededby "Hence') <SE>
I IBold Lemma (+ sLmll_rtags to those <BL>..</BL>
I I fonowingHeadworaLemma)
I End of Sub-Entry ....... </SE>
END OF SENSE(S) </SO> </S 1>..</$8>
END OF ENTRY]
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CHARACTERISTICS OF GOOD
HYPERTEXT APPLICATIONS
Large amounts of multi-media units related more
by content than by structure
* hierarchical or procedural structures
especially useful
Need for non-sequential partial access to units
* not cover-to-cover
* intermittent or unpredictable use
* "right answer" easier to recognize than to
specify
Pragmatic considerations
* docUment being written or rewritten
* source text already available, usable markup
(SGML as an ideal)
* if existing text, you own the copyright or not
copyrighted
RELATIONSHIP TO SIMILAR
NON-HYPERTEXT APPLICATIONS
Databases -- more appropriate when relationships
among units are highly regular or text only;
"link types" inflexibly fixed in db schema; but
distinction blurring rapidly as dbs adopt
hypertext front ends
Electronic mail or conferencing systems -- units
related through fixed header fields or by simple
question-answer relationships
Multimedia (e.g., video, film) -- synchronized
media (like soundtrack) not selected and
invoked by user
Scanned image storage and delivery with attached
keywords -- can be useful intermediate stage in
transition from pure paper environment (with
lots of drawings and pictures) to hypermedia
system
/t3 "
V. "OFF THE SHELF"'
HYPERTEXT SOFTWARE
What's available
How to evaluate it
Issues and features
Alternatives
WHAT'S AVAILABLE
PCs
Black Magic
Guide
HyperDoc
HyperPad
HyperTIES
KnowledgePro
LinkWay
NaviText
SmarText
ToolBook
Window Book
_6
WHAT'S AVAILABLE (CONT.)
Mac
ArchiText
Document Examiner
Guide
HyperCard
HyperGate
Intermedia (Mac Unix)
Plus
SuperCard
Workstations
Document Examiner
KMS
Knowledge Broker
NoteCards
EVALUATION CRITERIA
Environment(s) it runs in
Support for text structures
Support for non-textual components
Link types and granularity
Access methods/entry points
Navigation and session support
Extensibility
(Manual, support, marketing)
"Purpose"
ENVIRONMENTS
Programs run on PCs, Macs, Workstations
* but few run on more than one platform
+ Guide on PC and Mac
+ Document Examiner on Symbolics,
MacIvory
* some vaporware rumored to "compile"
HyperCard stacks to run on PC
Typical software architectures make
interchange formats a long way off
* most programs do not separate back and
front ends
* most programs use proprietary back
ends and special formats anyway
_8
TEXT STRUCTURES
Typical program limitations
* total number or size of units
* no scrolling text for "card" or "page"
metaphor programs
* number of units that can be displayed
simultaneously
+ just one
+ one, with temporary pop-up overlay
window
* single font or type size
+ makes it hard to reproduce look of
printed document
+ some programs claim character-only
display is asset!
_q
NON-TEXTUAL COMPONENTS
Some programs work only in character mode
(and claim that lack of graphics is an
advantage!)
Other programs "launch" graphics
programs to display graphics that take over
the screen, so graphics can't be mixed with
text or made the source of a link
Most programs can display graphics in
standard formats
* many can cut-and-paste graphics to
merge with text
* fewer have capability to edit or resize
graphics once imported
Installed base of small display screens is a
constraint that will eventually go away
Other problems with graphics displays await
cognitive rather than technological solutions
LINK TYPES AND GRANULARITY
Many programs have built in link types with
conventions for representing source,
destination, and link semantics
* Guide uses cursor changes for different
link types
* HyperCard conventions and button
examples
* HyperTIES built-in link preview
Most important practical distinction is link
"granularity"
* unit to unit links only (often closely tied
to card or page metaphor) impose
pressure to keep units short which is a
significant constraint if no text scrolling
Can graphics be made the source of a link?
* essential for active navigation support
and "exploding" diagrams
• °
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ACCESS METHODS AND ENTRY POINTS
Most programs lack good support for
existing entry points like Table of Contents
or Indexes
* Some programs automatically build
outline viewers from article or unit titles
* For other programs outline viewers can
be hand-crafted from link repertoire, but
this can be tedious
Most programs have some simple text search
capability, but this mechanism is often
inadequate for large hypertexts
NAVIGATION AND SESSION SUPPORT
Many programs have built-in navigation
functions
* Commands for next, previous, first, last
units in current "stack," "folder, or
whatever name given to current unit
context
* Backtracking functions are more
common than bookmarking functions
because the former don't require that the
visited units or screens have names
* HyperCard has "graphical bookmark"
facility with active pictures of recently
displayed cards
* Useful but seldom-seen feature is
creating bookmark reminder without
actually having to go there
73
EXTENSIBILITY
How can programs provide functions that aren't
contained in the off, the-shelf version?
* programming language (NoteCards,
Document Examiner)
* scripting language (Guide, HyperCard,
HyperDoc, HyperPad, LinkWay,
SuperCard)
* limited ability to invoke external programs
or control serial port (Hyperties)
Sometimes the vendor or a 3rd party can write
custom software
Some programs are simply closed environments
and not able or willing to interact with other
programs
"" 7_"
PURPOSE
Basic distinction between authoring and
conversion usually has scale implications
* which is the harder problem?
* few programs are designed explicitly to
support conversion
+ Concordia (authoring tools for
Document Examiner) sets the
standard
+ other announced and unannounced
programs look promising
Some "hypertext" programs are much better
used as user interface prototypers than as
hypertext delivery vehicles
In contrast, many database programs or
expert system shells have successfully added
some hypertext features
Does it matter if it is "really" hypertext if it
helps the user?
/6
VI. CONVERTING TEXT INTO
HYPERTEXT
Why conversion is an important problem
Why converting existing documents can be
harder than creating new documents
Conversion questions
Conversion philosophies
Hypertext engineering
WHY CONVERSION IS
AN IMPORTANT PROBLEM
An enormous installed base of paper makes some
amount of conversion inevitable!
Sometimes you can't create
* Qualified writers or subject matter experts
not available
* Not enough time or money
Sometimes you must convert
* Distribution and maintenance costs
* The "productivity paradox" -- desktop
publishing vs. CASE -- that results in
lagging documentation
* l_egulatory or market pressures (e.g. EC 92)
* Paper form of information paper won't fit
+ submarine, space station
71
WHY CONVERTING EXISTING
DOCUMENTS CAN BE HARDER THAN
CREATING NEW DOCUMENTS
The structure of existing documents must be
identified from partial or ambiguous
information
The author's explicit or implicit design rationale
may not be available to aid in the conversion
(while the author is always available to help in
creation projects!)
In conversion, issues of scale are critical from the
outset; in creation, complexity is incremental
Software tools for creation are numerous, but
few are available that support conversion;
using creation tools for conversion projects is
difficult
"' 11
CONVERSION QUESTIONS
What kinds of documents make the best
candidates?
What aspects of documents pose problems for
conversion?
How much conversion can be done automatically
or semi-automatically?
Into what format should the document be
converted?
What tools and methods are needed
conversion?
to support
Can you live with the constraints imposed by
"off the shelf" hypertext software? Should
you?
What are the alternatives to using "off the shelf"
hypertext software?
lq
CONVERTING GRAPHICS
Screen size and resolution is often significantly
inferior to that of the printed source materials
Except for simple line drawings or pictures,
display limits make scanned bit maps illegible
* replacing scanned text "extends the viable
range"
Vectorizing reduces storage space and display
time, supports zooming and panning
* tradeoff between cleanup and redrawing
Sometimes it is necessary to redesign the
graphics
* multiple panels => "animation"
* data plots => "data viewer"
8b
P+
Boff, K. R., & Lincoln, J. E. Engineering Data Compen&'um:
Human Perception and Performance. _ Wright-Patterson AFB, OH, 1988.
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ALTERNATIVES
Hypertext conversion services
* HyperTRANS (Texas Instruments)
* Window Book
Text Managers
* Views (Folio)
* Topic (Verity)
* Knowledge Broker (Apollo)
* HyperSift + AskSAM (AskSAM Systems)
Desktop Publishers
* Interleaf
* Arbor Text
Visual Programming
* Layout
Other
* Wingz
'" 8_.
CONVERSION PHILOSOPHIES
"Hand-crafted" hypertext
* "Hypertext requires creativity; only if you
build a hypertext by hand can you add any
real value."
"Computer-generated" hypertext
* "If you don't convert automatically, it will
never be cost-effective."
* "I don't care if it isn't really hypertext; it's
more usable than it was before."
"Engineered" hypertext
* "I'll begin with automatic conversion and
custom design the parts that don't convert
well by computer."
* "I'll try to influence the 'upstream' processes
so that the documents are easier to convert
next time."
* "I'll figure out how much hypertext I really
want and am willing to pay for."
g3
"HYPERTEXT ENGINEERING"
(Glushko, et al 1988)
Hypertext is an attractive vision, but practical
hypertext applications are hard to build
Hypertext is not a revolutionary new idea; it is the
natural extension of decades of work in
computer storage and retrieval of text now that
enabling technology and user interface concepts
have arrived
Successful hypertext projects are those that take a
cautious approach to problems of scale and that
make the right tradeoffs along the way
A disciplined approach to analyzing information,
identifying constraints in its structure and in
the task environment, and using the
appropriate implementation technology are
required

